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The ability of our system to accommodate 
different anatomical angles through receptor 
inclination/tilt is a valuable asset. This feature 
allows us to consistently capture accurate 
images across a spectrum of body parts 
and examinations. 

Our XDR system boasts an impressive 
Source-to-Image-Distance (SID) range, 
offering remarkable flexibility for 
various imaging scenarios.

Wide SID Range
Highlighting the compatibility of our 
system with the widely used 14” x 17” 
image receptor size is essential.

Large Image Receptor

Receptor Inclination/Tilt

Our system’s vertical travel functionality 
ensures that we can seamlessly adjust 
the X-ray tube’s height to match the 
requirements of various patients and 
imaging scenarios.  

Vertical Travel
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Multiple Movement 
Control Options
physical buttons, remote controller, 
and touchscreen for movement
The  XDR offers a range of movement control options. 
Physical buttons on both the main column and the bucky 
provide direct and precise adjustments, while the remote 
controller and touchscreen interface grant technicians 
flexibility and convenience. 

Preset Positions
chest 40”, chest 72”, and table
Providing efficient solutions for 
common scenarios such as chest 
examinations at 40” and 72” 
distances, as well as table positioning. 
This results in consistent and reliable 
imaging outcomes. 

specifications

operation remote 
control exam 

specific presets

movement control in bucky, touch panel console & remote control

dual-speed motorized movement

source to image movement (sid)

arm elevation movement

rotation of arm

x-ray tube
(toshiba e7242x

125 kV capable

focal spots: 0.6 x 1.5

anode heat capacity: 200 kHu

collimator

light source: white led light 
(can be controlled by push button)

laser light for precise alignment

bright red laser crosshairs

rotation: -45°~135°

maximum kV: 150

shutters: multilayer, 4 pairs of shutters in 2 layers

grid

materials: carbon-interspaced with carbon-fiber

dimensions: 185” x 185” / 470 x 470 cm

ratio: 10:1

high-frequency 
x-ray generator

cpi cmp200dr

up to 450 kHz switching frequency

mini console & hand switch

dr port opened for single console integration to vieworks

125kV, 500mA capable

input power options (please confirm at time of order):
1 Φ / 208-230 VAC, 3 Φ / 208-230 VAC, 3 Φ / 400-480 VAC

automatic calibration

genWare service tool

tube protection circuitry

integrated service software assists in calibration and service

self-diagnostic circuitry with error code recording 
for fast trouble shooting
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Standard Configuration
Specifications

Optional
Configurations

Movement 
Specs

power requirements
4 amps @ 120VAC, 50/60Hz 
4 amps @ 200-240VAC, 50/60Hz

table
Dimensions: 77.5” x 29” x 28” /  
1970 x 780 x 700 mm

Individual Locking Casters

Working Load: 235 kg / 518 lbs (patient weight) 
+ 15 kg / 33 lb (accessory weight)

aec model
Claymount ICX2122B

Number of measuring fields: 3

kV Range: 40 ~ 150 kV Exposure

Time range: 1ms - 5s

Weight: 950g / 2lb

**Also includes AEC interface board on the CPI 
CMP200DR x-ray generator

alternative x-ray 
generators from cpi
Power output: 32~80KW

kVp Step: 40 to 150

mA Step: ~630mA

Time: 1ms~5s (0.1 step)

alternative x-ray tubes
Anode High Frequency Rotating Type 
(Toshiba E7252X)

Focal Spot(mm) 0.6/1.2mm

Operating voltage 40~150kVp

Anode Heat Content 300 KHU

up-down stroke
53” / 1350mm

sid
40”~70” / 1000~1800mm

body swing
CW 45° / CCW 135°

detector swing
CW 45° / CCW 45°

tube swing
CCW 90°

source to image
40~72” (continuously adjustable)

arm rotation angle
-30°~120°

motorized vehicle travel
138” - 66” / 3500 - 1680mm

touch screen
9.5”

detector tilting
±45°

displaying sid and 
angle of rotation

3 preset positions
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About Aspen Imaging 
Aspen Imaging Healthcare is a Texas-based Original 
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) providing complete 
imaging solutions for x-ray distributors and custom 
designed, private-labeled solutions for OEMs across 
the Americas.  

Founded in 2015, Aspen Imaging has become one of the 
fastest growing Medical Imaging companies with offices 
in the United States, Mexico and South Korea.


